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theology. In 1843, for example, 

What Constitutes Joseph concluded that "the most 
prominent difference in sentiment 
between the Latter-day Saints and 

Official Doctrine? sectarians was, that the latter were 
all circumscribed by some peculiar 
creed, which deprived its members 
the privilege of believing anything 

by h v l d  John Buerger not contained therein, whereas the 
One of Mormonism's most power of God unto salvation" (D&C Latter-day but are ready Saints to believe have no all creed, true attractive features lies in the 68:2-4). The license granted by principles that exist, as they are apparent doctrinal certainty of its these revelations allowed Joseph 

theological system. At first glance great freedom in shaping the early made manifest from time 

there seems to be wide, uniform development of Mormonism. De- (HC, 5215). This resistance to 

agreement as to what constitutes spite his statement that "a prophet creeds 'Ontinued even after he 
penned his famous Wentworth authentic doctrine. An examination was a prophet only when he was letter. of the process of doctrinal accep- acting as such" (History o f  the 

tance, however, highlights a strik- Church, 5:265), Joseph placed Consequently, members had two 
ing lack of unanimity-even among paramount importance on the reli- options for determining what con- 
Church General Authorities. Many ability and authority of his revela- stituted authentic doctrine: the first 
Latter-day Saints believe that the tions: "I never told you I was per- simply consisted of inspired state- 
inspired nature of a Church leader's fect; but there is no error in the ments from the prophet (or his 
statements is all that is required to revelations which I have taught" authorized representatives); the 
make a doctrine official while 0th- (HC, 6:366). Joseph's revelations second held that canonization was 
ers feel that a formal canonization therefore constituted one source of a prerequisite for a doctrine to be 
process is necessary prior to rec- doctrine for early Church members. binding in a theological sense. 
ognizing a doctrine as binding. The authoritarian power implied Various General Authorities have 

To best understand these differ- by these passages seems to have emphasized one or the other of 
ences we must first look at their been tempered, however, by the these options on different occa- 
native roots. Early on, Joseph instructions of another revelation: sions. Brigham Young, for instance, 
Smith clearly established his posi- "For all things must be done in believed that "the words of an 
tion as president to be the only order, and by common consent in Apostle who magnifies his calling 
office authorized to pronounce the church, by the prayer of faith" are the words of the Almighty to 
definitively the will of the Lord (see (D&C 28:13; see also 104:21). the people all the time. He never 
D&C 1114, 37-39; 21 :4-6; 28:2-3, 6; Joseph himself took the require- need be called in question whether 
43:2-7; 102:23). A revelation ment of a consenting vote he revealed the mind of the Lord or 
received in November 1831 insured seriously, for on August 17,1835 he not." (Journal o f  Discourses, 
that whatever "Those who were submitted his revelations to a gen- 6:319-20.) On another occasion he 
ordained to this priesthood.. . . era1 assembly of members for offi- claimed, "I have never yet 
shall speak when moved upon by cia1 canonization (see HC, 2:243- preached a sermon and sent i t  out 
the Holy Ghost shall be scripture, 51). Moreover, he seemed to resist to the children of men, that they 
shall be the will of the Lord, shall codifying these revelations into a may not call Scripture" (JD, 13:95). 
be the mind of the Lord, and the distinct, formal creed of Mormon In contrast, he also stipulated, "In 
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trying all matters of doctrine. to sized that only the president has 1 make a decision valid, i t  is necei- the right to introduce new doctrine. 
f sary to obtain a unanimous voice, he never mentioned the topic of 

faith, and decision. . . . Let the canonization (see Church  News, 
Elders get together, being faithful July 31, 1954, pp. 9-10). 
and true; and when they agree 
upon any point, you may know that Perhaps the direct recent 
i t  is true." (JD, 9:91-92.) comment on this topic is from 

Frequently Church leaders have h l c e  McConkie's encyclopedia 
taught that the "living oracles" are A h r m o n  
more important than canonized Doctrine. "Revelations given of 
scripture (e.g., Wilford Woodruff's his prophets . . . are 
famous sermon in Conference not subject to an approving or sus- 
Report, October 1897, pp. 22-23). taining vote of the people in order 
Apostle Abraham 0. Woodruff to establish their validity," 
forcefully stated that when the McConkie wrote. "Members of the 
prophet "has anything to say to us Church may vote to publish a Par- 
as the mind and will of the Lord, i t  t i c ~ l a r  revelation along with the 
is just as binding upon us as if God other scriptures, or the people may 
spake personally to (CR, April bind d h e r f l ~ e l ~ e ~  by Covenant to f0l- 
1899, pp. 6-8). On the other hand, IOW the instr~ctions found in the 
Church president Joseph F. Smith revealed word. But there is no pro- 
expressed his conviction that vision in the Lord's plan for the 
revelation given through the head members Of the Church pass 
of the church ever becomes binding upon the validity of fWelations 
and authoritative upon members of themselves by a vote Of the 
the church until i t  has been pre- Church; there is nothing permitting 
sented to the church and accepted the Church which the 

revelations will be binding upon it, 
1:96). by them" In addition, (Reed Smoot 0. H. Roberts Case' either by a vote of the people or by 
voiced his concern about ascribing other means." (MDg 2d. ed.9 rev., p. 
official sanction to any  statement 141.) Elder McConkie's view was 
by a Church authority and even supported by events following the 
proposed a Mormon doctrine of June 9,1978, announcement of 
"excathedra." For Roberts, canon President Spencer W. Kimball's 
scripture and general conference revelation allowing all men to be 
ratification constituted -the only ordained to the priesthood. Only 
sources of absolute appeal for our days after, Freeman- 
doctrine. . . . This, then, represents Jr.* became the first black 
the position of the Church . , . upon tO be ordained in the modern era. 
the authoritative sources of their Yet the revelation announcing this 
doctrine" (Millennia1 Star, new change in Church policy (doc- 
83:516-19). trine?) was not accepted as "the 

More recent Church authority word and will of the Lord" in gen- 
statements on this matter have era1 conference until four months 
downplayed the importance of later (CR, September-October 1978, 
canonization. Elder Marion G. p. 22). 
Romney, for example, claimed in What, then, do Mormons now 
1945: "What the [First] Presidency consider to be authentic doctrine? 
say as a presidency is what the Ironically, there is no clear "offi- 
Lord would say if he were here, cial" answer. While recent events 
and it is scripture. It should be stu- lend credence to the idea that "doc- 

ake Frost Books your reading 
died, understood, and followed, trine" is what the Church president headquarters! 
even as the revelations in the tells us, the notion of canonization 
Doctrine and Covenants and other has not been totally discounted. 
scriptures." (CR, April 1945, p. 90.) Indeed, one can claim historical Shop from our wide selection of books, 

Apostle Henry D. Moyle followed precedent from Joseph Smith for or take advantage of our special order, 
suit: "That which the Presidency of both approaches. Until the question mailing and gift wrap services. 
this Church have said, and say is raised in some official capacity, 
now, is as much the law and the and continuing Joseph Smith's 
gospel as anything that has ever noncreedal tradition, "authentic Mention this ad and get a 20% discount- 
been said or written before for our doctrine" will probably remain in on your next purchase. Offer good until 
guidance" (CR, April 1947, p. 158). the eye of its beholder. 
And while President J. Reuben April 15, 1985 

Clark, Jr.'s landmark speech "When Dav id  J o h n  Buerger i s  director Frost Bookstores are located at Foothill Village and o~ympus Hills, insalt LakeC~ty and 
Are the Writings and Sermons of o f  the personal  computer cen- at Green Valley in Saint George 

Church Leaders Entitled to the ter, University of Santa Clara, 
Claim of Being Scripture?" empha- Santa Clara, California. 
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